LEHMAN EQUIPMENT 1

DISCOUNTS 10% PLUS FREIGHT

SLIP MIXERS/RECLAIMERS
The Mity Mite is the most efficient small mixer/reclaimer available. The 10 gallon polyethylene tank carries
a five year warranty. This unit comes with a 1/3 hp motor with an 8’ cord with an inline switch. This unit will
mix 100 pounds of slip. The BR6 uses the same motor. The GSM is the smallest one gallon size mixer and is
perfect for glaze and porcelain.

Model

Description

Price

Mity Mite

10 gallon mixer/reclaimer

$530.00

BR6

6 gallon bucket mixer

$375.00

BR6-M

BR6 with base and caster

$435.00

SLIP CASTING
The CC6 casting unit uses a short version of the SP4 pump and fits down tightly on a standard 6 gallon bucket.
The CC6 is shown with the optional steel base (CC6M) with three swivel casters that makes it very easy to
roll around. The motor mount combination top cover is clear lexan so you can see inside the bucket.
Model
Description
Price
CC6
6 gallon casting
$455.00
CC6-M
CC6 with steel base and caster
$520.00
STUDIO STAR PUMPS
The SP4 pump (right photo) is designed to mount suspended inside the tank. It comes with the 1” hose, nozzle and
brackets necessary to mount it in any style of tank. The SP4L has a deeper working depth of 29 inches. The EX4
(left photo) has the same mechanical design except that it mounts externally and easily connects to any slip
container. Both pumps use a ½ hp motor and in line switch. Pumping capacity 7GPM.

Model

Description

Price

EX4

External mounted pump

$405.00

SP4
SP4-L
XB-400
-------

20" deep suspended pump
29" deep suspended
Ext. pump head with flexible coupling
Flexible Coupling

$410.00
$440.00
$88.00
$16.00

STUDIO STAR CASTING MACHINES
The Porta Potter 30T shown with the CT-6 casting table has been a studio favorite since it was first
introduced. The 30 gallon fiberglass tank is supported by a heavy steel frame with casters. It comes in
two models, the origonal P30 which is 22” high and the P30T which has a height of 33”. The SP4
mounts to the end of the tank and is easily removed. The drain area is covered by 6 dowels that remove
for easy cleaning.

Model

Description

Price

PP3O

30 gallon mobile caster, low profile

$835.00

PP3OT

30 gallon mobile caster, tall version

$875.00

Porta Potter 30T shown next to the Porta Potter.
SLIP RECLAIMERS
We offer two models of mixer/reclaimers that are excellent for either making slip
or reclaiming trimmings. Both sizes feature round polyethylene tanks with direct-drive,
top mount mixers. Each has a removable plexi-glass top cover and a 2" side drain faucet.
A steel base is optional, or you can make one to your own requirements

Model

Description

30

30 gallon Slip Reclaimer w/o Base

$675.00

Price

30B

30 gallon Slip Reclaimer

$795.00

SLIP HYDROMETERS (No Discount on Hydometers)
SIZE

PRICE

6”

$19.00

11 1/2”

$28.00

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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